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Cloud Insider is a SaaS platform for Cloud Architects, Cloud 

Consultants and Members of the Cloud Center of Excellence. It 

provides an unparalleled overview of the fast changing cloud 

market and enables easy cloud solutioning and price forecasting. 

Getting a provider-neutral overview of the cloud market is crucial 

to identify the most suitable cloud solutions for your clients or 

projects. By analysing the comprehensive product catalog of Cloud 

Insider you gather unique insights into how the market is evolving 

and turn this knowledge to your competitive advantage. With 

Cloud Insider you can compare cloud products or entire solutions 

with alternatives of other providers or different technology stacks 

to find the most cost-effective, secure, and compliant way to meet 

your project requirements. 

“Gain fast access to cloud service market 

insights, compare prices and provider options 

and easily plan your cloud solutions.”

Key Use-Cases

Explore the Cloud Services Market

Rely on detailed analysis and up-to-date data of cloud 

service offerings of all hyperscalers. Browse the cloud 

service catalog by provider, location, certification 

and underlying technology with filters and identify 

the right services based on your requirements. This 

enables you to save costs, increase decision speed and 

efficiency by having all the necessary cloud services 

information in one single platform.

Compare Cloud Services

Select specific cloud services to view available product 

instances, certification details and compare to similar 

products of other providers. Easily filter product 

instances by location, CPU, RAM, OS and compare on-

demand against reserved instance prices. This enables 

your team to make the right cloud solution decisions 

with speed and confidence.

Build and Compare Cloud Solutions

Create cloud solution designs at the touch of a button 

and compare different cloud providers or alternative 

technology stacks to find your best match. Cloud 

Insider automatically generates bills of materials for 

your cloud solutions to save time in the planning 

stage, and to help justify your financial and technical 

decisions.

Product Facts

1,000+ Cloud Products

320k+ Product Variants

59+ Certifications

250+ Regions
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Start exploring and create your free account! Create Free Account

Cloud Insider is a product by Txture. Txture also provides a 

cloud transformation and continuous application portfolio 

management, modernization, and governance platform for the 

Cloud Center of Excellence, enterprise architects, and system 

integrators. Together our software products support you with 

every step of the cloud transformation process and continuous 

application portfolio management processes so that your 

organization can achieve its business goals in a cloud-first 

world.

About Cloud Insider

“With price comparisons and provider options at your 

fingertips, you can ensure your cloud solution  

matches your specific requirements.”

Benefits

Vast Cloud Service Catalog

Efficient Solutioning and Offer Preparation

Deep Cloud Market Insights

Boosted Team Efficiency
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